ANCS 2008

• Look for an announcement in the next few months
  – Join the email list at www.ancsconf.org

• Conference details are being decided
  – We are revisiting our dates to better co-exist with related conferences

• Any questions or comments, contact me and I’ll put you in touch with the rest of the committee
  – pcrowley@wustl.edu
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Is it time to move to an open routing infrastructure?

- Do service providers and enterprise managers want to modify their infrastructure?

- Can equipment vendors benefit from third-party development on their systems?

- Will sufficient incentives for change ever emerge?
Panelists

• Thomas Woo, Alcatel-Lucent

• Jon Turner, Washington University

• Chuck Kalmanek, AT&T Labs Research

• Derek McAuley, Netronome
Plan

• Panel introduction [5 mins: Patrick]

• Panelist statements
  – 10 mins each: Thomas, Jon, Chuck, Mac

• Questions from moderator and audience [45 mins]